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Seder HaTefillah - 
introduction

The Chachomim tell us in Pirkei Avos that the world stands on three pillars — Torah (learning Torah), 
Avodah (davening), and Gemilus Chasadim (which includes ALL of the mitzvos).

Chassidus explains that we need these three pillars to hold up the “world” of every Yid too! These 
three pillars will make us stand strong and secure. With a strong foundation, we will be able to do 
our job of making the whole world a place where Hashem feels comfortable — a Dira Betachtonim.

Torah tells us HOW to make the world a Dira Betachtonim. Whatever part of Torah we are learning — 
Chumash, Mishnayos, Halacha, or Chassidus — helps us start to understand things the way Hashem 
sees them, so we can act the way Hashem wants us to.

Gemilus Chasadim, doing kindness for other people (and kindness for Hashem, by doing all of the 
mitzvos!) is actually MAKING the world into a Dira Betachtonim.

But for our Torah to lead to proper Gemilus Chasadim, we need to have the pillar of Avodah. Tefillah 
makes us have bittul, so that we will be ready to listen and make the Torah we learn a part of us. 
When our Nefesh Habehamis has bittul, we won’t get sidetracked by the things we want, we will make 
sure we are doing what Hashem wants.

The avodah of Tefillah is the avodah of bringing ourselves to have bittul.

Some people think that bittul is putting yourself down. But the avodah of bittul is bringing yourself 
up! When we daven, we bring ourselves up, Milmata Lemaalah, to a higher level of Ruchnius. Then, 
automatically, our Nefesh Habehamis realizes that it’s not so important, and is ready to have bittul to 
what Hashem wants.

Davening is like a Ruchnius ladder. Each part of davening brings us up, from one Ruchnius’dike level 
(olam) to the next. Each level helps our Nefesh Habehamis to have more bittul, and allow the Neshama 
to spread further and further into the body.

By the end of davening, we are ready to be a proper keili for the Torah we learn, and ready to go out 
into the world and do the mitzvos according to what we learn, making the world into a real Dira 
Betachtonim!

IY”H over the next few days we’ll go through the different levels of Tefillah so we can understand how to 
do this avodah properly, and make it a real foundation for every day’s shlichus.



Seder HaTefillah part 1
Chassidus explains that the Seder HaTefillah, from Modeh Ani to Shemoneh Esrei, 
corresponds to the four Ruchnius’dike olamos (“worlds”) — from lowest to highest, 
Asiyah, Yetzirah, Beriyah and Atzilus.

What are these olamos?

Hashem created the world using a system called “Seder Hishtalshelus.” This is a chain 
of different levels that the chayus in the world goes through. As it goes down through 
each level, Hashem’s light becomes more and more hidden. By the time it comes into 
this world, Hashem’s light is so hidden a person might not even realize it is there!

Most of our neshamos also go through these different levels. (Neshamos of great 
tzadikim, like Moshe Rabbeinu, can come into the world straight from one of the 
higher olamos, so they are able to feel Hashem the way He isn’t hidden, even here in 
this world!) When our neshama is on the highest level, in the olam of Atzilus, it has a 
lot of bittul. It is able to recognize Hashem clearly, and it doesn’t feel like something 
separate at all!

But as the neshama goes down through the olamos, it becomes possible to feel like 
something separate from Hashem, since we don’t feel Hashem as strongly. It is easier 
to feel yeshus, to feel that we exist as something for ourselves. By the time we get to 
Asiyah, where our world is, we don’t feel Hashem much at all, so bittul doesn’t happen 
by itself!

Our avodah in davening is to do the opposite! We bring ourselves up, from one level 
to the next in Ruchnius. We will feel less and less yeshus, and more and more bittul to 
Hashem, until we reach the highest level in Shemoneh Esrei.

We start our day right here in Olam Ha’Asiyah. The first section of davening is from 
Modeh Ani until Boruch She’amar. We still feel somewhat separate from Hashem, a 
feeling of yeshus. Because we have a koach of emunah, we KNOW that Hashem exists, 
and we feel that we need to connect to Him and do what He wants. We daven the first 
section with this emunah. 

All of the tefillos in this part of davening are there to help us start to feel humble and 
put ourselves in the mood to connect to Hashem. They will help us start to climb 
up to a higher level of Ruchnius, so that we can connect to Hashem with a complete 
feeling of bittul.



Seder HaTefillah 
part 2

At night, our neshama goes up to Hashem to get koach for the next day. 
When we wake up in the morning, Hashem returns our neshama to us 
again! But the neshama is still just where Hashem “blew” it in. Only 
through our avodah in davening will we be able to spread it through our 
whole body, so we will be able to serve Hashem with all of our kochos!

The Gemara says that Abba Binyamin would ask Hashem that his tefillah 
should be the first thing when he wakes up.

Even before we step up on the ladder of davening, we are able to use 
our koach of emunah. With that, we say Modeh Ani! This matches up 
with the lowest Ruchnius’dike “world,” Asiyah. In Asiyah, we can’t see 
Hashem, so we can only connect to Him through emunah.

But after that, we say Pesukei Dezimra. The words of Pesukei Dezimra 
praise Hashem, and talking about all of the amazing things Hashem 
does puts us into a happier mood! This is an important part of davening, 
since the Chachomim tell us that a person should daven with joy.

Speaking these words helps us realize that Hashem is the Creator of the 
entire world and watching over every detail at every moment. We realize 
that Hashem is always with us, and that wakes up the hidden love for 
Hashem that is inside of our neshama!

This corresponds to the world of Yetzira, where Hashem’s midos shine. 
Now our neshama can shine inside of our own midos too, with our midah 
of love for Hashem.

This gets us ready to step up to the next level of tefillah, which we will 
learn about tomorrow Im Yirtza Hashem!



Seder HaTefillah part 3
Before we go to sleep, we say Kriyas Shema She’al Hamita. We take our neshama and all of the mitzvos 
we did during the day and give them to Hashem for the night. We say “Beyadcha Afkid Ruchi,” I am 
giving my neshama to You to take care of.

When we wake up in the morning, Hashem gives us back our neshama — refreshed, with new koach 
for the new day! We say Modeh Ani Lefanecha — Thank You Hashem, for giving back our neshama! So 
our neshama is back inside of us, but it will take work, the avodah of davening, to make it start to shine 
in all of our kochos.

In the first section of davening, we connect to Hashem with just our koach of emunah, which is deep 
inside of us. (If we didn’t daven, that’s where our neshama would stay all day!) This part of davening is 
like the lowest of the Ruchnius olamos (“worlds”), the place where Hashem is hidden the most. In this 
world of Asiyah, since we can’t see Hashem, we only know about Him because of our emunah.

When we say Pesukei Dezimra, the second section of davening, we go up to the next olam. We say how 
Hashem is the Creator of everything and takes care of every detail in the world! This wakes up the 
hidden love for Hashem that is in our heart, and we feel our connection to Hashem using our midos. 
This corresponds to the olam of Yetzira, where Hashem’s midos (which are what our midos are like!) 
shine the most. Now our neshama has spread to our midos, giving us extra koach for the next steps of 
tefillah! 

The third part of davening is Shema and the brachos before and after. We take the koach of our neshama 
and help it spread into our sechel. We use our minds to think about the Oneness of Hashem. Shema 
Yisroel! There is  no existence aside for Hashem.

When we uncover our eyes after saying Shema, the world still looks like the same Gashmius world, 
though. Still, with our stronger understanding of the Oneness of Hashem, we are able to recognize that 
the world is not just what it looks like!

We remember how in the brachos before Shema we said how Hashem chose Yidden, and not malochim, 
to do the mission of making a Dira Betachtonim. We are proud and happy to do our job — “Ve’ahavta,” 
(and you should love Hashem), we are ready to dedicate ourselves to the shlichus that Hashem has 
given to each of us.

This avodah is the third section of tefillah, corresponding to the olam of Briyah. There, Hashem’s binah 
shines the most. In our neshama kochos, which come from Hashem’s sefiros, this is our ChaBaD — our 
sechel. They also shine with the light of our neshama when we say Shema! Our neshama has now spread 
into all of our kochos. 

Using all of our kochos, our emunah, our midos, and our sechel, we are now ready for the highest level of 
tefillah, Shemoneh Esrei, which we will Im Yirtza Hashem learn about tomorrow.



Seder HaTefillah part 4
During the day, we are very busy doing all kinds of things to make Hashem feel comfortable here 
in the world. We perform many mitzvos, follow halacha to make sure we’re acting the way Hashem 
wants us to, and make a Kiddush Hashem. We are so busy we don’t have time to think about all of 
the things we’ve done! But right before we go to sleep, we stop and think about what we did today 
to make Hashem happy. We give Hashem our neshama, full of these brand new mitzvos and shining 
more than before. We say Kriyas Shema and tell Hashem that tomorrow, we will do even better!

After sleeping the whole night, Hashem in His kindness gives us back our neshama. We say Modeh 
Ani Lefanecha, thanking Hashem for this gift! With this, we start climbing the ladder of tefillah.

Davening is called a ladder which stands on the ground but reaches up to Shomayim — “Sulam 
Mutzav Artza, Verosha Magiah HaShomaimah.” We start on the bottom, in the lowest Ruchnius 
level, called Asiyah. But through the different parts of davening, we climb higher and higher, until 
we reach the highest levels, very close to Hashem!

At the beginning of davening, on the level of Asiyah, our neshama can only use its koach of emunah. 
But after Pesukei Dezimra and Kriyas Shema, our neshama goes higher, spreading into our midos 
and our sechel. These correspond to the Ruchnius worlds of Yetzirah and Beriyah, where Hashem’s 
midos and sechel shine.

After this avodah, we aren’t so selfish anymore. We aren’t thinking about what WE want for 
ourselves, and we aren’t thinking that the Gashmius of the world is the most important thing. 
We spent time thinking about Hashem, realizing that Hashem is what is real. We know that we 
are here in this world on a special shlichus for Hashem, to serve Him in this world (“Ani Nivreisi 
Leshamesh Es Koni”). That is what is important — the rest of the world is here only to make our 
shlichus possible.

With these thoughts, and with our neshama spread through our whole body, we are ready to go to 
the highest part of tefillah, Shemoneh Esrei. We stand face to face with Hashem alone. This is the 
level of Atzilus, where no existence is felt aside for Hashem.

We ask that Hashem give us our needs in the zechus of the Avos, and we repeat Hashem’s greatness. 
We ask Hashem to give us the tools we need to do our shlichus for Him. We ask for sechel and 
hatzlacha, that we have health and wealth and only good for all Yidden! We ask Hashem to bring 
us the Geulah Sheleimah, now! We thank Hashem for His kindness to us, and then step away from 
our private meeting with Hashem.

During the rest of davening, we will take these special feelings and make them practical, so that we 
will be acting the way we decided to during our climb up the ladder of tefillah. We will IY”H learn 
more about this last part of davening tomorrow!



Seder HaTefillah 
part 5

In Shema, we decided that we are ready to live the way Hashem wants us to. 
We said Ve’ahavta, that we are ready to do His shlichus! Then in Shemoneh 
Esrei, we had a special time to speak privately to Hashem. We asked Him for 
everything we need in order to do this shlichus. We spoke directly to Hashem, 
and we are sure that He will give us what we asked Him.

Now that we know we will have all the tools we need to do our important 
shlichus of making Hashem feel comfortable in the world, we are in a very 
good mood! But we can’t let that feeling just stay as a feeling. We need to 
think about how we are going to act now that we have this inspiration.

In the rest of davening, we take the time to make the inspiration become a 
part of our life. We want the rest of our day to continue from the excitement 
of davening, and not to feel like something very different. This last section 
of tefillah helps us bring the kochos of davening with us throughout our day.

The Chachomim teach us that we spend some time before the main part of 
davening (Shemoneh Esrei), and we spend some time afterwards. We don’t 
just show up, daven, and leave! We start Pesukei Dezimra with the words 
“Ashrei YOSHVEI Veisecha,” “happy are those who LIVE in Your house,” that 
we should spend some time “living” in Hashem’s house before we daven. We 
also end davening saying Ach Tzadikim Yodu Lishmecha YEISHVU Yesharim 
Es Panech” — it is good to LIVE in the house of Hashem a little bit afterwards 
as well.

At the very end of davening, we say Aleinu, right before we go back out 
into the world. We say how happy we are that Hashem gave us the zechus 
to connect to Him and understand the truth, that there is nothing but 
Hashem! Right now this is hidden, but we hope that the world will soon 
also be able to see the truth the way we understood it in davening — with 
the Geulah Sheleimah!


